Outdoor
Program
And Events
Monthly Camping
Monthly Outings & Trips
Winter Camp
Summer Camp
High Adventure Events
http://troop46sparks.ScoutLander.com

SCOUT LAW
A Scout is:

Trustworthy ...Loyal...Helpful
Friendly...Courteous...Kind
Obedient...Cheerful…Thrifty
Brave...Clean...Reverent

A Strong
Commitment
To All Aspects of Scouting
Our Troop works with all parts of
the Scouting program. Naturally the
outdoors is a big part of the program
but we do not stop there.
Advancement, Personal Growth and
Responsibility, Community Service,
and Citizenship are emphasized in
our programs and activities.

To Join you must be a boy who is 11 years
old, or one who has completed the fifth grade
or earned the Arrow of Light Award and is at
least 10 years old, but not yet 18 years old.

Troop Meetings are Mondays
6:30 pm—8:00 pm

For further information:
Scoutmaster Steve Kenzer 425-4691
Committee Chair Malia Walter 560-5040
http://troop46sparks.ScoutLander.com
Troop 46 is sponsored by the Greenbrae Lions Club

A Troop
Run by Boys
For Boys
Being a Boy Scout is special.
Scouts are one of the few
organizations for youth where
the adults are not “in charge”.
Troop 46 has made this the
cornerstone of the scout experience. Our boys manage and
control all aspects of troop operations from running meetings
to meal planning. Our adult
staff provides guidance to
the Scout leadership so that
they can accomplish the goals
they have set for themselves
and the Troop.
If you are looking for an environment that challenges boys
to learn what it takes to be self
sufficient, have personal confidence and develop the skills
needed for success then we
have a program for you.

Why Choose Scouting?
If you’re looking for a fun activity for your son that will change his life and make him a better
adult, where your involvement is vital, then Scouting is for you.
A well-rounded boy should be involved with his family, church, school, Scouting, and other
activities. Our program makes time for these important commitments,
while offering unique opportunities for personal growth not available
anywhere else.
Scouting is a GAME with a PURPOSE—to develop future leaders of:
Good Character; Good Citizenship; and all-around fitness.

Leadership Development
Scouting is a laboratory for developing leadership. Our boys learn this from the beginning of their Troop experience. Lord Baden-Powell, the
founder of the scouting movement, said that “Scouting is a
Game with a Purpose”. Leadership is a process of getting
things done through people. Our Scouts learn this through
direct interactions with Adults, Scout Leaders and most importantly other Scouts. We help our Scouts learn these skills
and then apply them to everyday life so that they can use
them for a lifetime of success.

The
Most Important part of Scouting
is Fun!
Our Scouts cannot wait to “get out there”.
Be it orienteering, camping, snow activities,
we always make sure the primary ingredient
is fun!

